Excerpt from an article from The Star:

Who lived in the South Suburbs before?
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By Paul Eisenberg
Amongst the relatively straight tree trunks in Thornton's Jurgensen woods,
one tree stands out.
Bent almost in half, it didn't grow that way naturally.
The tree was shaped that way by Potawatomi Indians, the last large
population of Native Americans to inhabit the South Suburbs.
It is one of the last vestiges of the people that inhabited the area for
thousands of years.
Though the Potawatomi were only here in Illinois for about a century, they
continued a tradition of habitation that predates recorded history.
Amateur archeologist and history buff Rich Smith of Thornton has spent
considerable time over the last 20 years studying our area's Native
American legacy.
"There were villages throughout the entire area," he said. Some he
discovered through examination of old treaties, others through participating
in archeological digs.
While substantial sites have been uncovered throughout the suburbs,
including a village outside of modern Frankfort and a winter hunting lodge

in Flossmoor, one of the main centers of power at the south end of Lake
Michigan was in Thornton, he said.
"This area was ideal," Smith said. "It was a good place to camp. They had
Thorn Creek [a navigable waterway back then], good springs with fresh
water and lots of sand that wouldn't stick to their moccasins like clay after a
rain.
"The creeks and rivers were their highways, so Thorn Creek was very
important."
While Smith has not been able to identify what the bent tree in Jurgensen
Woods points out other than a sandy area, another Native American tree
marker points directly at an important resource for residents at the time.
The tree, Smith said, points directly at the old Thornton Brewery, a
structure built atop a freshwater spring for use in the brewing process [this
tree has since fallen].
Another nearby mineral-laden spring was an adequate source of salt for
early inhabitants.
"They would put the water into shallow bowls and let it evaporate, leaving
the salt behind," Smith said.
And while the Potawatomi were the last major Native American population
in the area, Smith said archeological evidence points to almost 10,000
years of American Indian inhabitants, dating back to the time of receding
glaciers and a much larger Lake Michigan.
Smith noted that the first European explorers to enter the region
encountered Native Americans associated with the Illinois Confederation, a
group of loosely aligned tribes which probably broke off from a larger main
tribe.

Little is known about the previous area residents, because of a lack of
written records prior to European contact.

